Long-term familiarity promotes joining in neighbour nest defence
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Familiarity plays an important role in the evolution of sociality and cooperation. Familiar individuals may gain a reputation for participating in, or deferring from, cooperative tasks. Previous research suggests that long-term familiarity with territorial neighbours benefits breeders. We tested the hypothesis that great tits (Parus major) are more likely to join in neighbours' nest defence if those neighbours are familiar from the previous year. We show that neighbours that shared a territory boundary the previous year are more likely to join their neighbours' nest defence than neighbours that did not share a boundary before. Closer neighbours did not differ from distant neighbours in their latency to join. For familiar neighbours that joined, there was no difference in call rate in relation to whether one or both members of the focal pair were familiar. First-time breeders (by definition unfamiliar) did not join each other's nest defence. This is the first evidence of a relationship between familiarity and joining in nest defence. Such direct benefits of familiarity may have important implications in the evolution of sociality.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The social environment is important not only to group-living animals, but also to territorial species that are generally considered to have limited social interactions. Stable relationships with territorial neighbours are expected to lead to reduced aggression [1], and repeated interactions with the same individuals may aid the evolution of cooperation [2].

For many bird species, nest predation has a major impact on nesting success and hence, fitness [3,4]. Nest defence in passerine birds usually takes the form of predator mobbing. Mobbing involves an attack on a predator by prey individuals in order to drive it away. It is widespread among vertebrates, including fish, birds and mammals [5–7]. The more individuals participate in a mob, the higher the chance of deterring the predator [8,9]. Joint predator mobbing in territorial neighbours has been documented in passerine birds [10] including great tits [11].

Stable territorial relationships benefit breeders through reduced aggression between neighbours (known as the ‘Dear Enemy Phenomenon’ [12]). They may also benefit from undirected, mutually beneficial actions, such as alarm calls in response to predators [13]. There is some debate as to whether joint mobbing is driven by reciprocity [10,14], or by-product mutualism (sensu [15]). If it is driven by reciprocity, stable, long-term neighbours may benefit from reputations built up over repeated interactions. Great tits (Parus major) join group mobs in winter [16] and mob at nests of other pairs during breeding [11]. Recent findings suggest that long-term familiarity improves reproductive success in the great tit [17]. In this experiment, we tested the hypothesis that long-term familiarity between territorial neighbours is positively related to joining behaviour in predator mobbing. We then ask within the individuals that did join, how does distance affect latency to join and how does the degree of familiarity affect intensity of mobbing behaviour (call rate)?

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Field protocol

The experiment took place in Wytham Woods, Oxfordshire between 12 and 27 May 2011. A population of great tits breeding in nest-boxes was monitored during the breeding season as in Perrins [18]. Breeder identities were determined when the young were 8–12 days old (hatching = day 1) from a previously fitted metal British Trust for Ornithology ring or electronic passive integrated transponder tag. Age was determined from plumage [19] as first year or older than 1 year. Trials were performed blind with respect to neighbour familiarity status to avoid researcher bias. This was achieved by assessing pairs of nests for familiarity of the breeders that were older than 1 year after the trials took place. Pairs of neighbouring nests consisted of three groups:

— Familiar. Adults were older than 1 year and at least one member from each nest had been neighbours in the previous year.
— Unfamiliar. Adults were older than 1 year, none of which had been neighbours in the previous year.
— First year. Adults were 1 year old and therefore were unfamiliar under our definition.

Trials were performed when nestlings were 17 days old (mean:16.5 days; s.e.: 0.245), or as close to 17 days as possible, if nest asynchrony posed a risk that one nest would fledge before the trial. First, the experimenter (A.M.G.-Z.) verified that nestlings were alive and had not fledged. The adults were then marked temporarily with non-toxic, acrylic paint in order to identify which nest-box they came from (adapted from Krams et al. [10]). The paint was applied to a piece of adhesive insulation foam placed inside the nest-box entrance, so that the birds would mark themselves when entering and leaving the nest-box. The birds exhibited little neophobia towards the marking foam, and feeding continued without interruption. Once marking on all birds was confirmed by observation, the trials took place. In the trials, the experimenter stood directly beneath the box, which hung from the tree 2–3 m above the ground. On approach, the experimenter noisily moved dead leaves on the ground with her feet, then scraped the bark of the tree with a wooden pole and, finally, scraped the pole against the woodcrete nest-box, a sound that often elicits alarm calls from parents during routine nest monitoring (A. M. Grabowska-Zhang, personal observation). The sequence of movements was designed to imitate the sounds of approach, interest in the nest and an attempt to enter the nest. Previous studies have shown a strong correlation between avian responses to humans and model predators [20]. Also, parent birds that respond strongly to humans suffer lower nest predation [21,22] and male great tits in our study population have a similar response to human observer together with chick distress call as they do to a model predator [23]. Great tits often mob humans when they ring chicks (A. M. Grabowska-Zhang, personal observation) or monitor the nest. The trial started when at least one of the parents at the focal nest started mobbing (this occurred in every trial), and lasted for 5 min. Mobbing in great tits involves emitting repeated alarm calls, pivoting on the perch, frequent hops between perches while approaching the predator, and sometimes, exaggerated flights. Mobbing by neighbours was recorded when the bird was heard (and subsequently seen) or seen and could be identified as belonging to the marked nest-box during observation.
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We asked whether, among birds that joined (Biol. Lett. 2012),

neighbouring nest after a period of about 1 h (mean: 63.8 min; minute after joining was recorded. The trial was repeated at the member from each nest had been neighbours the year before. Light grey bars, did not join; dark grey bars, joined.

Figure 1. Outcomes of the trials. ‘First year’ refers to nests (eight pairs) where all adults were 1 year old breeders. ‘Unfamiliar’ nests (eight pairs) contained adults older than 1 year that had not been neighbours the year before. ‘Familiar’ nests (eight pairs) had adults older than 1 year and at least one member from each nest had been neighbours the year before. Light grey bars, did not join; dark grey bars, joined.

Latency to join and count of neighbour calls in the second minute after joining was recorded. The trial was repeated at the neighbouring nest after a period of about 1 h (mean: 63.8 min; s.e.: 2.3 min).

After the trials, distances between boxes were calculated from nest-box GPS coordinates using MapInfo v. 8.5 software. Breeding territories were estimated using Dirichlet tessellation, which has been shown to approximate measures obtained with mapped territories [24]. Territories of experimental birds were matched against their territories in 2010, to verify between-year familiarity through being neighbours.

Statistical methods
We used R (v. 2.10.1) [25] for statistical analyses. We tested for differences between groups using parametric and non-parametric tests (detailed in §3). We modelled the latency to join using a Cox proportional hazards (PH) model. To avoid pseudoreplication, one observation from each nest pair was randomly removed, and the model was applied to the reduced dataset. We repeated the randomization and the model 1000 times to obtain mean parameter estimates and their confidence intervals. We tested for differences in call rate of neighbours that joined depending on the degree of familiarity. Responding birds were compared in two groups depending on whether they were familiar with one or both individuals in the focal nest. Unfamiliar birds that joined were excluded from the analysis, as that occurred only twice in the dataset.

3. RESULTS

(a) The occurrence of joining
For pairs of nests where each contained at least one familiar individual, in 12 out of 16 trials (seven out of eight nest pairs), at least one neighbour joined the mob. Individuals from the unfamiliar group joined the mob in just two out of 16 trials (one out of eight nest pairs). No neighbours joined the mob in first-years’ nests (figure 1). Fisher’s exact probability test [26] yielded $p < 0.001$. No unmarked great tits were observed to mob during the trials (see the electronic supplementary material). Mean distances between pairs of nests did not differ between groups (ANOVA: $F_{2, 21} = 1.04, p = 0.372$).

(b) Latency to join
We asked whether, among birds that joined ($n = 14$), distance affects time to joining. The Cox PH model yielded no evidence that neighbours from more distant nests joined nest defence later than closer neighbours (table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>distance</th>
<th>coefficient</th>
<th>parameter estimate</th>
<th>lower CI</th>
<th>upper CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-0.0139</td>
<td>-0.0552</td>
<td>0.0906</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. DISCUSSION
We demonstrate a significant influence of prior familiarity on joining behaviour during mobbing. Birds from familiar nests were more likely to join than neighbours from unfamiliar nests. Within the familiar nest pairs that joined, call rate did not differ between individuals that joined one or two familiar individuals. Hence, we have no evidence that the intensity of mobbing behaviour is affected by the degree of familiarity, although a small sample size limits the power of this analysis. Overall, these results indicate clear differences in behaviour towards familiar individuals. Joining in nest defence may be one of the mechanisms underlying the higher reproductive success of great tits that have familiar neighbours [17].

Familiar neighbours may have had more interactions with each other over time, and therefore more opportunity to build up a good reputation, which theoretically [2] aids the evolution of cooperation. While we cannot state why first-year birds never joined mobbing, we show that mobs of first-time breeders do not elicit a joining response. Recent work suggests that social network structure affects the likelihood of reciprocity being stable in a population [27]. First-time breeders spent the winter dispersing from their natal area, unlike the more sedentary older birds, and as newcomers to the settlement area, their relationships with neighbours may be less stable. Further work could investigate the social interactions of adults during winter flocking, to see whether associations are more likely to give rise to joining behaviour.

Overall, distant and close joining neighbours did not differ in latency to join. This suggests that variation in neighbour distance does not affect the neighbour’s travel time towards the mob or delay between arrival near the neighbours’ nest and joining the mob. This effect suggests by-product mutualism may not be operating here. Mutualism stems from an ultimately selfish behaviour; birds join their neighbours because their own nest is close enough to be at risk. Under this scenario, distant neighbours would invest less in joining than close neighbours. It is possible that the variation in distance in our sample was not sufficient to detect
a distance effect, as pairs of nests were on average 70.1 m apart (s.e.: 4.7 m), perhaps too close for distance to affect the result.

We found that familiar neighbours were more likely to join in mobbing an intruder on an adjacent territory, and conclude that familiarity is important in social interactions. While determining the mechanism responsible for joining was not the main aim of our study, we cannot exclude the possibility that an interplay between selfish mutualistic responses and reciprocity-based reactions is involved in the system. Future studies may be able to tease apart the underlying processes.
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